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Correcting Incompatible DN Values and Geometric
Errors in Nighttime Lights Time-Series Images
Naizhuo Zhao, Yuyu Zhou, and Eric L. Samson

Abstract—The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program’s Operational Linescan System (DMSP-OLS) nighttime lights imagery
has proven to be a powerful remote sensing tool to monitor
urbanization and assess socioeconomic activities at large scales.
However, the existence of incompatible digital number (DN) values
and geometric errors severely limit application of nighttime light
image data on multiyear quantitative research. In this paper, we
extend and improve previous studies on intercalibrating nighttime
lights image data to obtain more compatible and reliable nighttime lights time-series (NLT) image data for China and the U.S.
through four steps, namely, intercalibration, geometric correction,
steady-increase adjustment, and population data correction. We
then use gross domestic product (GDP) data to test the processed
NLT image data indirectly and find that sum light (summed
DN value of pixels in a nighttime light image) maintains apparent increase trends with relatively large GDP growth rates but
does not increase or decrease with relatively small GDP growth
rates. As nighttime light is a sensitive indicator for economic
activity, the temporally consistent trends between sum light and
GDP growth rate imply that brightness of nighttime lights on
the ground is correctly represented by the processed NLT image
data. Finally, through analyzing the corrected NLT image data
from 1992 to 2008, we find that China experienced apparent
nighttime lights development in 1992–1997 and 2001–2008, respectively, and the U.S. showed nighttime lights decay in large areas
after 2001.
Index Terms—Geometric error, gross domestic product (GDP),
nighttime lights development/decay, nighttime lights time-series
(NLT) images.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE Defense Meteorological Satellite Program’s Operational Linescan System (DMSP-OLS) nighttime lights
time-series (NLT) image products are a unique remote sensing data set to observe global socioeconomic activities at a
relatively high spatial resolution (1 km × 1 km) and across
a relatively long period relative to remote sensing data sets
(1992–2012) [1]. However, two critical temporal drawbacks
of the NLT image products greatly limit application of the
image products for quantitative multiyear research: NLT image
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products are not radiometrically calibrated; thus, digital number
(DN) values are incompatible across different years [2], and
geometric errors exist in the NLT image products that lead to
spatial inconsistency over different years [3], [4].
To solve the problem of incompatible DN values, Elvidge
et al. [2] developed a method in which empirically developed
second-order regression functions were used to intercalibrate
NLT image products because no on-board calibration system
existed. The key to the approach of Elvidge et al. is to assume
Sicily, Italy to be a region with no change in nighttime lights
from 1994 to 2008. The 1999 annual image composite collected by DMSP satellite F12 is selected as a reference image
because data from this annual image composite have the largest
DN values [2]. A group of second-order regression functions
was developed by adjusting DN values of pixels in Sicily of
candidate images to the match DN values of pixels in Sicily
in the reference image. The second-order functions are then
used to calibrate their corresponding nighttime light images.
Although comparability of the NLT image products can be
greatly enhanced by the second-order-function intercalibration,
the method is not without error as it is highly improbable that
nighttime lights in Sicily did not experience any changes from
1992 to 2012 (i.e., a temporal extent of currently available NLT
image products). After the intercalibration, DN values in NLT
image products are still not completely compatible, which can
be reflected by remaining discrepancies in sum light (summed
DN value of pixels in a nighttime light image) or lit area (areal
extent of nighttime lights) between two satellites for the same
year [5], [6].
To further improve comparability and continuity of NLT
image products, Liu et al. [5] adjusted the intercalibrated NLT
images based on another supposition in which each pixel’s DN
value in an early NLT image should not be larger than that
in a later NLT image. The adjusted NLT images were then
used to map urban expansion in China [5]. The assumption of
Liu et al. [5] seems workable for China, a rapidly developing
country in economy and urbanization. However, relatively large
errors will be produced when the method of Liu et al. [5]
is applied to developed countries where urban decline has
widely emerged in the 20th century [7]. Economic crises,
deindustrialization, rising city crime rates, etc., have resulted
in population decline in many post-industrial cities, particularly
in the U.S. [7]–[10]. Such urban depopulation is very likely to
lead to decrease in brightness of nighttime lights in particular
districts of cities (e.g., industrial areas), making it necessary
to develop a more reliable and universal method to calibrate
and correct DN values in NLT images than the assumptions of
Liu et al. [5].
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In contrast to much attention around intercalibrating incompatible DN values in NLT images, very limited effort has been
given to correct geometric errors in NLT images. Geometric
errors were generated when many scenes of nighttime light
imagery were mosaicked to create an annual image product
[3]. When NLT images were used to map urban expansion, the
geometric errors reduced spatial consistency and consequently
resulted in incompatible urban extents across different years.
Liu et al. [5] found that some pixels were lit in one annual
image product but unlit in another for the same year. They
treated these as unstable lit pixels and revalued the pixels as 0.
However, if the pixels are located at peripheries of individual lit
regions, geometric errors might be occurring explaining such
pixels being lit in one annual image but unlit in another for
the same year. Thus, further correction on DN values of the
NLT images should be conducted after any elaborate geometric
correction is finished.
As the largest developing and developed countries, respectively, China’s and the U.S.’ economic growth and urban development have greatly impacted global social and ecological
systems [11]. Many scholars have used NLT images to map
urban expansion and assess economic development in these two
countries [5], [11]–[20]. However, the problem of geometric errors was neglected in all previous studies, and the incompatible
DN values were not corrected to the best extent. Therefore, the
main objectives of this paper are to correct incompatible DN
values and geometric errors in NLT images for China and the
U.S. To fulfill these study objectives, we extend and improve
previous methods proposed by Elvidge et al. [2] and Liu et al.
[5] to preliminarily calibrate and use gridded population data
to further adjust DN values in NLT images. Additionally, we
correct geometric errors in NLT images based on a shift-based
method. Finally, we evaluate the dependability of the processed
NLT image data reflecting actual changes in ground nighttime
lights through comparison with statistical gross domestic product (GDP) growth rates.
II. DATA
The version 4 DMSP-OLS NLT image products were
obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s National Geophysical Data Center
(NGDC) (available from: http://ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/dmsp/
downloadV4composites.html; last access June 9, 2014). The
NLT image products were produced by all available cloudfree nighttime light images for any given calendar year in
the NGDC’s digital archive and have a 30-arcsec (∼1 km)
spatial resolution. The NLT image products have two types
of subproducts: 1) average DN value image composites; and
2) average DN value multiplied by the percent frequency
of light detection image composites. Compared to average
DN value image composites, DN values in an average DN
value multiplied by the percent frequency of light detection
image composite more accurately represent brightness of
nighttime lights for the whole year due to consideration of
the frequency of light detection. Thus, in this paper, we used
average DN value multiplied by the percent frequency of light
detection image composites (hereafter, still referred to as NLT

image products). Additionally, 2008 is the last year of gridded
population data that we can obtain. Consequently, in this paper,
we intercalibrated and corrected NLT image data from 1992 to
2008 although current NLT image products cover 21 years (i.e.,
from 1992 to 2012). Detailed algorithms and processes for the
annual image composites have been described by Elvidge et al.
[2] and Baugh et al. [21].
Global Rural-Urban Mapping Project’s (GRUMP’s) population density grid data of 1990, 1995, and 2000 were collected
from the NASA’s Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center
(SEDAC) for improving compatibility and continuity of NLT
image products [22]. The GRUMP’s gridded population data
have the same spatial resolution [30 arcsec (∼1 km)] as NLT
image products and were produced by a census-data-centered
approach, in which population density was obtained directly
from national government censuses and settlement areas were
determined by the GIS data of Balk et al. [23]. After 2000,
the GRUMP’s population density data set with a 30-arcsec
spatial resolution was no longer updated; hence, we selected
LandScan population data for 2008 obtained from the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory for improving compatibility and
continuity of NLT images later than 2000 [24]. The LandScan population data set was produced by a remotely senseddata-centered approach, in which the best available census
data (mostly at province/state level) are distributed to each
1 km × 1 km pixel mainly by remotely sensed data [25].
Accuracy of the LandScan population data set for the Southwest
U.S. has been evaluated with the overall correspondence with
census data at 87.8% [25].
Nighttime light imagery has been used in producing the
GRUMP and the LandScan gridded population data. However,
the problem of recursive referencing of nighttime lights will
not emerge when the GRUMP and the LandScan population
data are used to improve compatibility and continuity of NLT
image products in this paper because, in the GRUMP, nighttime
light imagery is just used to delimit areal extents of human
settlements and typically cannot influence population counts of
individual cells [23]. In LandScan, the brightness of nighttime
lights is used to calculate weight coefficients of population
distribution of individual cells, but in addition to the brightness
of nighttime lights, many other factors (e.g., land cover, slope,
and distance to roads) also impact the weight coefficients [25].
Moreover, changes of population counts of individual cells
are primarily determined by changes of total population of
the administrative units where the individual cells are located.
The total population of each administrative unit is obtained by
census.
Supporting data of GDP growth rates that were used to
evaluate reliability of the processed NLT images were taken
from the World Bank [26].
III. M ETHODOLOGY
DN values in NLT image products are incompatible among
different individual image products and across different years.
Fig. 1 exhibits sum lights of China and the U.S. derived from
NLT image products. In most years, two DMSP satellites
collect global data separately, and thus, two corresponding
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Fig. 2. (a) Example showing geometric errors in NLT images. One lit area has
different geographic positions in images in 2004 collected by satellites F15 and
F16. (b) Geometrically corrected positions of the lit area in images collected by
satellites F15 and F16 in 2004.

Fig. 1. Sum lights of (a) China and (b) the U.S. derived from original NLT
image products.

image products are usually produced for the same year. It
may be expected that, if DN values in NLT image products
were compatible, sum lights derived from two different satellite
image products for the same year should be almost the same.
However, the reality is that apparent differences in sum lights
exist between images collected by different satellites for the
same year. For example, sum lights derived from satellite F12collecting image products are markedly larger than those derived from F14-collecting image products for 1997, 1998, and
1999 (see Fig. 1). Additionally, sum lights derived from NLT
image products lack continuity with abnormal fluctuations in
sum light emerging for the same satellite across different years.
For example, sum light derived from F16-collecting image
products is abnormally large in 2004 (see Fig. 1). It cannot be
guaranteed that variations in DN value across different years
are caused by changes in brightness of nighttime lights or
gain value of sensors [6], [27]. In addition to the problems of
incompatible and discontinuous DN values, geographic inconsistencies widely exist among NLT image products. Fig. 2(a)
provides an example showing the geographic inconsistencies in
which 1-pixel geometric difference in vertical direction exists
between images from 2004 collected by satellites F15 and F16.
Therefore, before using NLT image products for a quantitative
multiyear study, it is necessary to execute the present study
methods by intercalibrating DN values and correcting geometric errors in the NLT image products.
The main steps of correcting the DN values and geometric
errors in the NLT image products are exhibited in Fig. 3.
We first used the approach of Elvidge et al. [2] to develop a

group of second-order functions to intercalibrate NLT image
products. Second, we selected an intercalibrated image collected by DMSP satellite F14 in 2001 as a reference image
and conducted geometric corrections for the intercalibrated
NLT images by seeking the largest coefficients of correlation
between the reference image and the shifted candidate images.
Third, we improved the method of Liu et al. [5] (i.e., supposing
a pixel’s DN value in an early NLT image should not be larger
than its DN value in a later NLT image) to adjust intercalibrated
NLT images twice with different orders of adjustment. In the
first adjustment, the intercalibrated NLT images were adjusted
sequentially from 2008 to 1992, and in the second adjustment,
the intercalibrated NLT images were adjusted sequentially from
1992 to 2008. We averaged the first and the second adjusted
NLT images to partly avoid largely under- or over-revaluation
for the earliest (e.g., 1992, 1993, and 1994) and the latest (e.g.,
2008, 2007, and 2006) images. Fourth, we employed gridded
population to correct DN values in the adjusted NLT images.
If a pixel’s population did increase, we retained its DN values
on the adjusted NLT images; otherwise, we restored the pixel’s
DN values to those on the intercalibrated NLT images.
A. Intercalibration
Using the method of Elvidge et al. [2], the 1999 annual
image composite collected by F12 was selected as a baseline
reference image and Sicily, Italy was supposed to be a region
with little nighttime light change from 1992 and 2008. A group
of quadratic polynomial regression equations (see Table I) was
developed by adjusting DN values of pixels in the region of
Sicily in candidate NLT image products to match DN values of
pixels in the region of Sicily in the reference image. The regression equations were applied to their corresponding original
NLT image products, respectively, to build intercalibrated NLT
images.
Many unlit pixels in original NLT image products have
nonzero DN values due to the existence of background noise.
Moreover, after intercalibration, pixels with DN value of 0 in
original NLT image products have nonzero DN values because
nonzero constants in quadratic polynomial regression equations
were added to the pixels. To obtain reliable lit area and sum
light information, a threshold is needed to process these pixels.
In the other type of NLT image subproducts (i.e., average DN
value image composites) where background noise has been
removed and DN values are integers, the smallest DN value
for lighted pixels is 3. (There is no pixel with DN value of 1
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for correcting incompatible DN values and geometric errors.
TABLE I
R EGRESSION F UNCTIONS FOR I NTERCALIBRATING THE NLT I MAGE
P RODUCTS . I NTERCALIBRATED DN VALUE (DNintercalibrated ) I S
C REATED BY THE A PPLICATION OF T HIS F UNCTION :
DNintercalibration = β0 + β1 × DN + β2 × DN2

or 2 in China and the U.S.) We assumed that DN values smaller
than 3 and equal to or larger than 2.5 have been rounded to 3
in the average DN value image composites, and consequently,
any pixel with stable nighttime lights (i.e., anthropogenic lights
from cities, towns, and other sites with persistent lighting)
should have a DN value equal to or larger than 2.5 in the
intercalibrated NLT images; hence, pixels in the intercalibrated
annual images were thresholded by (1) that guarantees all unlit
pixels in original NLT image products have DN value of 0 in
intercalibrated images

DNthresholded =

0,
DNinter ,

DNinter < 2.5
DNinter ≥ 2.5

(1)

where DNinter is the DN value in the intercalibrated NLT
images.
After intercalibration, compatibility and continuity of the
NLT image data were greatly improved as indicated by the
markedly reduced differences in sum light between two satellites for the same year (see Fig. 4). Additionally, fluctuations in
sum light across different years were also reduced (see Fig. 4).
However, DN values in the intercalibrated NLT images are
still not completely compatible and continuous. For example,
a relatively large discrepancy still exists between satellites F10
and F12 in 1994 (see Fig. 4). Additionally, an abnormal increase
in sum light in the U.S. derived from the F14-collected image
emerges in 2000 (see Fig. 4). Hence, the intercalibrated NLT
image data need to be further improved.
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Sum lights of (a) China and (b) the U.S. derived from intercalibrated NLT images.
TABLE II
M OVEMENT S CHEMATA OF G EOMETRIC C ORRECTION FOR C HINA AND THE U.S.

B. Geometric Correction
Liu et al. [5] found that some lit pixels in an intra-annual
image are not necessarily lit in another one; thus, they consequently treated the pixels as unstably lit pixels and revalued
them as 0. However, Liu et al. [5] selected average DN value
image composites in which unstable lights have been mostly
removed [2]. Disappearance of some lit pixels in an intra-annual
image may be partly due to geometric errors. It is shown in
Fig. 2(a) that a 1-pixel geometric difference in vertical direction
exists between images from 2004 collected by satellites F15

and F16. When the two images are overlaid, lit pixels in
the F162004 image under the lower red line (the line of N
36.968◦ ) were not lit in the F152004 image [see Fig. 2(a)].
Thus, it is necessary to execute geometric corrections for the
intercalibrated NLT images.
We used a shift-based method to perform the geometric
corrections with guarantee that DN values in the NLT images
are unchanged. The 2001 image collected by F14, in the middle
of the list of the NLT series, was arbitrarily selected as a
reference image. With each intercalibrated NLT image overlaid
on the reference image, a correlation coefficient of DN values
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between the two images was calculated. Then, the annual
image was moved horizontally (left or right), vertically (up or
down), or horizontally and vertically simultaneously from 0 to
2 pixels each time. Correlation coefficients of the DN values
between the moved annual image and the reference image were
calculated. There are 25 possible movement combinations,
including that one is for none in either direction. It can be
expected that the largest correlation coefficient should emerge
when geographic positions of each couple of pixels derived
from the two images are the closest. Thus, the annual image
was shifted according to a movement schema in which the
largest correlation coefficient emerged. The above process of
geometric correction was performed for each annual image in
China and the U.S. to obtain geometrically corrected NLT images. Table II exhibits the movement schemata of the geometric
corrections for China and the U.S., respectively. Fig. 4(b) shows
geometrically corrected position of the lit area where a 1-pixel
geometric difference in vertical direction existed.
If two geometrically corrected images (collected by different satellites) exist for the same year, the two images were
combined by averaging their DN values. Sum lights of China
and the U.S. derived from the combined geometric correction
images are shown in Fig. 5.

C. Adjustment Based on the Assumption of Steady
Increases in DN Value

Fig. 5. GDP growth rates and annual sum lights of (a) China and (b) the
U.S. derived from intercalibrated (and combined), steady-increase-adjusted,
and population-corrected NLT images.

To further improve compatibility and continuity of intercalibrated NLT image data, Liu et al. [5] assumed that deurbanization did not exist in China from 1992 to 2008; hence,
consequently, decreases in lit area and DN values of pixels
should not exist in nighttime lights images. In this paper, we
adapted the method of Liu et al. [5] to adjust DN values of NLT
images in China and the U.S. All annual images were adjusted
by (2) to guarantee that DN value of each pixel in an early
annual image is not larger than that in a later annual image

DN(y,i) =

DN(y+1,i) ,
DN(y,i) ,

DN(y,i) > DN(y+1,i)
DN(y,i) ≤ DN(y+1,i)

(2)

where i represents the ith pixel in a nighttime light image,
and y represents a year between 1992 and 2007. While after
the adjustment, DN value of each pixel in the 2008 annual
image did not experience any changes, DN values of some
pixels in earlier annual images might be reduced. DN values
of pixels in earlier annual (e.g., 1992, 1993, and 1994) images
are more likely reduced largely, and it may lead to early annual
images’ DN values being smaller than their actual DN values
(see Fig. 6). Thus, we performed a second steady-increase
adjustment.
In the second steady-increase adjustment, we reversed the
order of adjustment and used (3) to guarantee that DN value
of each pixel in a later annual image is not smaller than that in
an early annual image

DN(y,i) =

DN(y−1,i) ,
DN(y,i) ,

DN(y,i) < DN(y−1,i)
DN(y,i) ≥ DN(y−1,i)

(3)

Fig. 6. Annual sum lights of (a) China and (b) the U.S. derived from the
first interannual revalued, the second interannual revalued, and the averaged
interannual revalued NLT images.
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where i represents the ith pixel in a nighttime light image, and
y represents a year between 1993 and 2008. This reversal of
the order of adjustment avoided DN values of pixels in earlier
annual images that were largely reduced but led to DN values of
pixels in later annual (e.g., 2008, 2007, and 2006) images that
were excessively enlarged (see Fig. 6). To make adjusted DN
values close to their actual DN values, we averaged the first and
the second steady-increase-adjusted images to obtain steadily
increasing DNs in NLT images.
D. Correction With Population Data
From 1992 to 2008, most Chinese areas experienced
high economic and urban population growth with rare deurbanization [14]. Consequently, the assumption that DN value
of each pixel in an early/late annual image is not larger or
smaller than that in a later/earlier annual image per the work
of Liu et al. [5] seems appropriate for China. However, during
the same period, urban decline widely emerged in the U.S., particularly in post-industrial cities such as Chicago, Detroit, and
Philadelphia [10]. Decline of traditional industries (e.g., steel
and automobile manufacturing) in such cities has led to large
losses in urban population. Moreover, a large number of people
moved to suburbs to enjoy better quality of life environment
and avoid high housing costs and high crime rates in many
urban centers [7], [8], [28]–[30]. With the decrease in the U.S.
urban population, the number of local businesses declined, and
consequently, brightness of nighttime lights decreased. Hence,
simply applying the assumption of steady increase in DN value
may produce errors in the U.S. because brightness of nighttime
lights does not always increase in a considerable number of
places. In this paper, we employed gridded population data
derived from GRUMP’s population density grid data set (for
years 1990, 1995, and 2000) and LandScan population data set
(for year 2008) to further improve NLT image data. Previous
studies have shown that brightness of nighttime light strongly
correlated to population density [31]–[33]. Our basic correcting
schema is that, if during a certain period, population increases
in a region, business and brightness of nighttime lights should
also increase in the region. Then, we applied the assumption
of steady increases in DN value. If during a certain period,
population does not increase, we assumed that DN values in
intercalibrated NLT images before revaluation reflect changes
in brightness of actual nighttime lights reasonably; thus, we
restored DN values to those on the intercalibrated (and thresholded) NLT images. Specifically, DN values on the averaged
interannual revalued NLT images were corrected by (4) as
follows:
DNcorrectedyi

DNrevaluedyi ,
=
DNinteryi ,

t

t

t

t

if Pi j < Pi j+1
if Pi j ≥ Pi j+1

(tj < y ≤ tj+1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3)
(4)

where P represents population, DNrevalued is the DN value on
NLT images revalued by the supposition of steady increases
in DN value, DNinter is the DN value on intercalibrated (and

Fig. 7. Nighttime lights development/decay in (a) China and (b) the U.S.,
respectively, derived from population-corrected nighttime light images.

thresholded) NLT images, DNcorrected is the DN value on final
corrected NLT images, i represents the ith pixel, y represents
a year of the NLT images (i.e., 1992, 1993, . . ., 2008), t
represents a year of available gridded population data, and
j represents the jth obtained gridded population data (i.e.,
t1 = 1990, t2 = 1995, t3 = 2000, and t4 = 2008). Hereafter,
the NLT images corrected by the population data were referred
to as population-corrected NLT images.
E. Analyses and Exhibition of Nighttime Lights
Development/Decline
Sum light and lit area are the most used physical measures
derived from nighttime light images to assess urban development and socioeconomic factors [12], [27], [34], [35]. Sum
light not only indicates a region’s total brightness of nighttime
lights but also suggests variables of population and economy
of the region [18]. Lit areas have been traditionally treated
as developed areas where a number of stable socioeconomic
activities exist and unlit areas have been treated as undeveloped
areas where stable socioeconomic activities rarely occur [36].
Developed areas can be further divided into urban and suburban
areas through setting thresholds of DN value [11], [36], [37].
Additionally, lit area can be also treated as a measure of
socioeconomic factors at the national or the regional scales
[35], [38]. Thus, in this paper, we used sum light and lit area
to evaluate nighttime lights development/decay in China and
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Fig. 8. Lit areas of (a) China and (b) the U.S. derived from population-corrected, intercalibrated (and combined), and steady-increase-adjusted NLT images.

the U.S. To exhibit spatiotemporal changes of nighttime lights
in China and the U.S., two false color maps were produced by
overlaying three population-corrected nighttime light images of
1992, 2000, and 2008 (see Fig. 7).

IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Evaluation of Corrected NLT Data
It is not surprising that, after adjusting DN values with assumption of steadily increasing DN value, sum lights of China
and the U.S. both exhibit continuous increases across years
(see Fig. 6). By contrast, sum lights derived from populationcorrected NLT images did not show a continuously increasing
trend (see Fig. 5). Specifically, from 1992 to 2008, changes of
sum light in China can be divided into three phases. In the first
phase, 1992–1997, sum light in China increases at high rates.
During the second phase, 1998–2001, sum light data in China
are nearly unchanged, and in 2001, a small decrease in sum
light occurs. In the third phase, 2002–2008, sum light in China
dramatically increases again [see Fig. 5(a)]. From 1992 to 2008,
changes of sum light in the U.S. can be divided into two phases.
The first phase, 1992–2000, exhibits overall changing tendency
of sum light in the U.S. that is increasing. During the second
phase, 2001–2008, the overall changing tendency of sum light
in the U.S. is decreasing with decrease bottoming out in 2006
and small increases in sum light emerging through 2008 [see
Fig. 5(b)].
Brightness of nighttime lights is a good indicator for a
country’s or a region’s economic changes [1], [16], [39],
[40]. Although the sum lights derived from steady-increaseadjusted NLT images are more continuous than those derived
from population-corrected NLT images spanning the period
of 1992–2008, changes in sum light derived from populationcorrected NLT images are more temporally consistent with
changes in economy than those derived from steady-increaseadjusted NLT images. Specifically, the 17-year period of
1992–2008 for China can be also divided into three phases
based on rates of China’s economic development. The first
phase is from 1992 to 1997 in which China experienced rapid
economic growth with GDP growth rates larger than 9%. The
second phase is from 1998 to 2001 when China experienced
relatively small economic growth with GDP growth rates larger

than 7% and smaller than 9%. The third phase is from 2002
to 2008 in which China’s economy rapidly developed again
with GDP growth rates larger than 9% [see Fig. 5(a)]. The 17
years for the U.S. can be divided into two phases dependent on
rates of economic development of the U.S. In the first phase,
1992–2000, the U.S. experienced relatively rapid economic
growth with GDP growth rates greater than 3%. During the
second phase, from 2001 to 2008, economic growth of the U.S.
slowed. In most years of the second phase, GDP growth rates
are smaller than 3% [see Fig. 5(b)].
It can be expected that, if a country does not experience
any severe circumstance, such as political unrest, economic
collapse, or natural catastrophe, its economy will not exhibit
drastic change and sum light should steadily change relative
to the year before. Compared with sum light derived from
intercalibrated NLT images, sum light derived from populationcorrected NLT images has small fluctuations and steady
increases/decreases across years. For example, from 1992 to
2000, the overall changing tendency of sum light in the U.S. is
increasing. However, intercalibrated NLT data show that a sharp
decrease exists during 1996–2000 [see Fig. 5(b)]. After further
population correction, the sharp decrease becomes smooth.
Additionally, in 1992 and 1993, China experienced large economic growth with GDP growth rates of approximately 14%.
However, intercalibrated NLT data show a decrease in sum
light in China from 1992 to 1993 that is very abnormal
and questionable [see Fig. 5(a)]. After population correction,
this decrease has been replaced by a steady increase. Thus,
population-corrected NLT imagery data have better continuity
than intercalibrated NLT imagery data.
Changes of sum light derived from population-corrected
NLT images are relatively volatile, but the fluctuations are
temporally consistent with the changes in the economy and,
consequently, can represent brightness of nighttime lights on
the ground more accurately. Additionally, some sharp or abnormal changes in sum light still exist after NLT images
are intercalibrated. However, with further population correction, such sharp changes are smoothed and such abnormal
changes have disappeared. Thus, the method developed in
this paper does not only improve compatibility and continuity of NLT image data but also amplify accuracy of NLT
image data to reflect brightness of nighttime lights on the
ground.
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TABLE III
D IFFERENCES B ETWEEN GRUMP AND L AND S CAN

B. Spatiotemporal Characteristics of Nighttime Lights
Development/Decay in China and the U.S.
After the population correction China’s lit area and sum
light generally kept growing from 1992 to 2008, but large
variances in the growth rates of the lit area and the sum light
exist among different time intervals [see Figs. 5(a) and 8(a)].
During the five years between 1992 and 1997, China’s lit area
increased 48.95%, an average annual increase rate of 9.79%,
and sum light increased 40.4%, an average annual increase
rate of 8.09%. From 1998 to 2000, the speed of Chinese
nighttime lights development apparently slowed with annual
increase rates of lit area and sum light of only 2.19% and
1.93%, respectively. Moreover, in 2001, Chinese lit area and
sum light fell back to 1997 levels [see Figs. 5(a) and 8(a)]. After
2001, China’s lit area and sum light rapidly increased again.
During the seven years between 2002 and 2008, China’s lit area
increased 35.53%, an average annual increase rate of 5.08%,
and sum light increased 68.84%, an average annual increase
rate of 9.83%. Therefore, although positive development is
an overall trend for most Chinese areas from 1992 to 2008,
stalled development and even small decay in nighttime lights
still emerged in China during the relatively short period of
1998–2001.
Since 1992, lit area and sum light in the U.S. increased with
average annual increase rates of 4.25% and 1.89%, respectively,
and reached peak values in 2000. After slowing of economic
growth in 2000, lit area and sum light in the U.S. began to
decrease, and in 2006, it fell back to the levels of 1992 [see
Figs. 5(b) and 8(b)]. After 2006, GDP growth rates in the U.S.
are still very small and even negative in 2008, but lit area and
sum light in the U.S. began to rebound slightly in these years
[see Figs. 5(b) and 8(b)]. Thus, from 1992 to 2008, the U.S.
experienced small annual positive nighttime lights development
within a large fluctuation of nighttime lights development for
the whole period.
The false color maps [see Fig. 7(a) and (b)] more clearly
show spatiotemporal patterns of nighttime lights development/
decline in China and the U.S., respectively. In most Chinese
cities, nighttime lights showed apparent development trends.
Specifically, three circles can be found for major Chinese cities
in Fig. 7(a). The inner circles (white color) are established
developed areas where nighttime lights can be observed in all
three years (i.e., 1992, 2000, and 2008). The middle circles
(cyan color) are newly developed areas emerged after 2000

where nighttime lights can be observed between 2000 and 2008.
The outer circles (blue color) are newly developed areas emerging after 2007 where nighttime lights can be only observed
in 2008.
Two circles can be found for most northern cities of the U.S.
[see Fig. 7(b)]. The inner circles (white color) are established
developed areas in three periods. The outer circles show green
or red-brown color. The green color indicates that nighttime
lights can be only observed in 2000, and the red-brown color
suggests that nighttime lights can be observed clearly in 1992
and 2000 but observed dimly in 2008. These circles demonstrate that, before 2000, nighttime lights in most northern areas
of the U.S. increased, but after 2000, they declined. In addition
to the aforementioned two circles, some southern cities of the
U.S. (e.g., Dallas, Austin, Atlanta, and Orlando) had some
regions with blue or cyan color, which suggests that nighttime
lights development occurred in the cities after 2000.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed methods to explore and
reduce geometric errors in NLT image products through seeking
out the largest correlation coefficient of DN values between a
reference image and a candidate image. We find that, when the
2001 image collected by F12 was selected as a reference image,
16 of 29 NLT image products for China and 18 of 29 NLT image
products for the U.S. have one or two pixel geometric errors.
Moreover, we improve previous methods (i.e., Elvidge et al. [2]
and Liu et al. [5]) and used population data to further improve
NLT image data. The NLT data adjusted by the methodology
of this paper are more continuous than those intercalibrated by
the method of Elvidge et al. [2] and more accurately represent
brightness of nighttime light on the ground than those corrected
by the method of Liu et al. [5]. Specifically, DN values in
the corrected NLT images of this paper have relatively small
abnormal fluctuations across different years, and the changes
in DN value temporally coincide with the changes in GDP
growth rate.
Through analyzing the population-corrected NLT image
data, we find that nighttime lights development is not linear
in either China or the U.S. Fluctuation, stagnation, and decay
existed across the process of nighttime lights development
in China and the U.S. From 1992 to 2008, Chinese nighttime lights experienced two rapid development periods (i.e.,
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1992–1997 and 2001–2008). Between these periods, nighttime
lights development is nearly stagnant and even retrogressive.
From 1992 to 2001, nighttime lights in the U.S. showed an
apparently increasing trend. However, after 2001, with a slowdown in economic growth, most areas in the U.S. experienced
continuous nighttime lights decay until 2006.
The population-corrected NLT data with better compatibility,
continuity, and accuracy can be used as measures of multiyear
changes of socioeconomic factors (e.g., GDP, electric power
consumption, and fossil fuel carbon dioxide emission). Moreover, due to the correction of geometric errors, the populationcorrected NLT data are particularly appropriate for studies
regarding urban landscape and urbanization that have relatively
high requirements for data’s geometric accuracy. In the future,
we will use the population-corrected NLT data to assess and
project urbanization and changes of urban economy and population in China and the U.S.
As a final caveat, the GRUMP DN values represent
population counts directly disaggregated from census administrative units, yet in the LandScan data, mobility of
population is considered; hence, DN values represent average
population counts over a 24-h period [25]. Consequently, DN
values of GRUMP and LandScan are not completely consistent. (Detailed differences between the GRUMP and the
LandScan have been shown in the appendix table.) Neither
the GRUMP nor the LandScan data sets can cover the whole
study period (i.e., from 1992 to 2008); hence, we used the
GRUMP and the LandScan sets jointly. We remind future
users of this method that this limitation of the joint use of
GRUMP and the LandScan population data sets may produce
unforeseen errors on corrected DN values in nighttime light
images.
A PPENDIX
See Table III for details.
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